Congratulations on acquiring a
LOCKMED
MEDICAL PRODUCT

PLEASE READ DIRECTIONS AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USE

WARNING!

- This Product is not indestructible. It can be broken into by force. If you suspect active drug seeking by a determined individual, please seek professional assistance.
- This Product is not a Safe nor will it prevent drug diversion from a determined individual. If you suspect tampering with this Product while in use, please contact your healthcare provider or law enforcement.
- This product is not to be used with emergency medications.

5 WAYS TO SAFEGUARD YOUR MEDICATIONS

① DON’T TELL MANY PEOPLE ABOUT YOUR MEDICATION TYPES.
Keeping your prescription types private may help in preventing unwanted attention to your medications. Not telling others about your medications will also keep your medical problems private.

② DON’T GIVE MANY PEOPLE ACCESS TO YOUR MEDICATIONS.
Minimize the number of people who help you with your medications.

③ KNOW HOW MUCH MEDICATION YOU HAVE.
Do a routine count of your medications on a regular basis to make sure none are missing.

④ DISCARD UNUSED MEDICATIONS PROPERLY.
If your treatment is complete or you are not using certain strong medications any longer, properly discard them to reduce the amount of medications in the home.

⑤ LOCK UP YOUR MEDICATIONS.
Keep your medications locked up. Medication lockboxes are a good way to keep strong medications secure at home.

For any further information or assistance, please call (888) 458-2746 or contact via email at info@lockmed.com.

Model#: ASA100, ASA200, ASA300, ASA400 — Products Made in China
Model#: ASA500 — Product Made in USA
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDING INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE

- This Product is intended for use by Adults who are capable of remembering combinations or safeguarding keys during the use of this Product.
- This product is not fail-safe. It is designed to provide a secure place for medication storage. However, it is not a Safe and it is not indestructible.
- Care and Maintenance – Wipe the surface of the Product with a dry or damp cloth to clean and store in a cool, dry location.
- When using the Combination Lock product, do not forget the combination numbers once set. When using the Key Lock product, do not misplace the key.
- If the combination numbers are forgotten or the key is misplaced or access to the contents of the box are urgently required, use a screwdriver and/or a hammer to pry open the latch of the lock.

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

This product is warranted to be free from defects in materials or workmanship for a period of one year from the original date of purchase under normal conditions of use. Within the warranty period, we will replace the product, repair, or refund the purchase price, at our option, upon presentation of sales receipt or other proof of purchase. This warranty extends only to the original retail purchaser, and excludes any damage to the product resulting from accident or misuse.

The above warranty is complete and exclusive. The warrantor expressly disclaims liability for any special, incidental, indirect, or consequential damages in connection with the purchase, use, or misuse of this product for costs over the original purchase price.

Any implied warranties arising by operation of law shall be limited in duration to the term of this warranty.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights; you may also have other rights that vary by jurisdiction.

For Warranty Service, please call (888) 458-2746 or contact via email at info@lockmed.com

DIRECTIONS FOR SETTING COMBINATION LOCKS
Model#: ASA100, ASA200, ASA400

- With the lock open, push button (1) in the direction of the arrow and hold down until the second operation has been performed.
- Set number wheels (2) to the desired combination. Do not forget the combination numbers once set.
- Now Release button (1). Press the button again as a check.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING KEY LOCKS
Model#: ASA300

- Secure the latch over the locking assembly.
- To Lock, insert the key into the lock and turn counterclockwise.
- To Unlock, insert the key into the lock and turn clockwise.
- Check the lock to make sure it has locked. If not, repeat as above.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING POP UP LOCK
Model#: ASA 500

Step 1
- To open, turn key lock. Hood will pop up.
- Swing lock hood off to side.

Step 2
- Pull zipper closed with zipper pull in lock seat.

Step 3
- Make sure zipper pull is down into lock seat. This will allow the hood to lock into place.